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Background for Oblique

Lots of material in this lecture borrowed from CS144



Computer Systems

Computer systems focus on abstraction
• Software (operating systems): I have some hardware 

resources, what software API do I provide?
- File systems: disk blocks become files
- Spark: network of computers runs thousands of small tasks

• Hardware (architecture): I have digital logic, what 
mechanisms do I provide to software?
- An instruction set defines how arithmetic and memory work
- A bus defines how hardware devices can access each other 

A good abstraction is easy to use and efficient while 
being simple to implement
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Oblique

Oblique is about working within an abstraction

Particularly, how to make an abstraction (web page 
loading) faster despite particular architectural and 
security measures in place

Two key things to know:
• How the web works
• What symbolic execution is
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HTTP and the Web

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

Request-response protocol that underlies the web
• Used for a lot of other things too: Google RPC
• Designed to be easy to read/understand: text
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK

GET / HTTP/1.1



Networking Stack
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through a medium (wire/wireless): single hop

Link Layer Ethernet
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Networking Stack
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Network Layer

Transport Layer

Application Layer

Delivers data between computers directly connected 
through a medium (wire/wireless): single hop

Delivers data between computers connected across 
multiple hops (the Internet). 

Delivers data between applications (multiple 
applications on a computer).

Application-level information and data transfer: 
e.g., request and reply for document.

Link Layer Ethernet

IP

TCP

HTTP



Wireshark Demo
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Conceptual Model of HTTP
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Web Developer Demo
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Conceptual Model of HTTP
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Internet

Request

Response

Requests

Responses

Page loading times greatly affected by latency: 
how long between a client sending a request 

and receiving the response.



Making HTTP faster

Basic answer: caching
• Bring data closer to client
• Browser cache, proxy caches, content distribution 

networks (CDNs)
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Caches vs.  Accelerators

Caches store copies of previously accessed files

Accelerators take a more active role: prefetch files 
before the client requests them
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Under the Hood: Mobile Web Access

Internet

Web ServerAcceleratoreNodeBClient

Wireless: 4G/5G Wired
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Mobile Web Access

Internet

Web ServerAcceleratoreNodeBClient

Wireless: 4G/5G Wired

What is the end-to-end latency of this communication path?

How is that latency distributed?

CDN nodes may be co-located in mobile operator network: latency can shift 
from being most Internet to being mostly wireless/last mile

CDN



Page Accelerators

Accelerators can observe your HTTP responses, see 
what files you're going to need, and prefetch them 
before you receive your response.

HTTP/2.0 allows server to PUSH data to a client 
before it requests it.
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Mobile Web Access

Internet

Web ServerAcceleratoreNodeBClient CDN

GET
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HTTP is Cleartext

HTTP is a text-based protocol
• HTTP/2.0 introduces a bunch of forms of compression 

for mobile links, but it's still basically text 

If you access an HTTP site, anyone can see your 
requests and the resulting data

• Can see what you request
• Can see the responses

HTTPS adds transport-layer security (TLS)
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Networking Stack
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Network Layer

Transport Layer

Application Layer

Delivers data between computers directly connected 
through a medium (wire/wireless): single hop

Delivers data between computers connected across 
multiple hops (the Internet). 

Delivers data between applications (multiple 
applications on a computer).

Application-level information and data transfer: 
e.g., request and reply for document.

Link Layer Ethernet

IP

TCP

HTTPS

Session Layer TLS End-to-end confidentiality and integrity.



Mobile Web Access

Internet

Web ServerAcceleratoreNodeBClient

Wireless: 4G/5G Wired

What is the end-to-end latency of this communication path?

How is that latency distributed?



Mobile Web Access with HTTPS

Internet

Web ServerAcceleratoreNodeBClient

Wireless: 4G/5G Wired

With TLS, the data stream between the client and web server has both 
confidentiality and integrity

Accelerators can neither see nor change the data: they can't prefetch 
because they can't see the pages loaded



Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution is a way of executing a program to 
see how inputs affect control flow and behavior

Variables are either symbolic (consider all possible 
values) or concrete (has a particular value)

When you encounter an operation on a symbolic 
value, consider what might happen
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Symbolic execution example

int main(int argc, char** argv) {

  if (argc > 5) {

  }

  if (argc == 4) {

    char ch = *argv[argc];

  } ...

}
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Make argc and argv symbolic
• Consider what might happen for any possible input
• Can figure out two clauses are mutually exclusive

Constraints rapidly explode: need fast constraint 
solvers to figure out what might execute

argc = *
argc > 5

argc = 4
possibly detect bug



KLEE (OSDI 2008)
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One of 2 papers I know 
of that won both best 
paper and test of time
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